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A decade ago, Rhode Island punks DAUGHTERS imploded in a
wreck of internal tensions, self-destructive live shows and violent
noise. Rejuvenated and ready to terrify the world once more, we
burrow deep into the heart of their unlikely resurrection…
Words: JAMES MACKINNON
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Another Daughters dance
routine goes horribly,
painfully wrong…
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haos is a double-edged sword.
Spend too long treading that
edge and it will slice your legs off.
In their initial lifespan between
2002 and 2009, Daughters lived
on that precipice between glorious artistic
freedom and utter, disastrous oblivion.
Born in Providence, Rhode Island’s hardcore
underbelly, the quartet generated nihilistic
psychodramas over three albums that mutated
their frenzied roots with esoteric noise. Nic
Sadler’s anti-guitar playing often sounded
like rats scurrying through walls as bassist
Sam Walker and drummer Jon Syverson’s
wrecking-ball attack tore through the building.
And if the music was challenging, their live
shows were confrontational exhibitions in selfdestructive mayhem, where frontman Alexis
Marshall would leave the stage bloodied, halfnaked and covered in his own vomit.
“How I wasn’t killed by a fucking sound
guy over these years on multiple occasions
is beyond me,” says Alexis today with a dry
chuckle, sitting in a house in Providence

where the band have convened in preparation
for their first international tour in a decade.
He stirs his coffee, which these days is the
strongest stimulant he allows himself. “I was
so out of it on alcohol, and sometimes drugs,
that I wasn’t even hip to how many times Jon
had to smooth things over because I had put
the sound guy’s microphone up my ass and
they wanted to beat the shit out of me.”
Reflecting on those days, both Alexis and
Nic speak with a fondness that belies the
damage they did to themselves. Although
Daughters’ compelling noise-rock seemed
obstinately designed to never rake in a
sustainable income for its four members, and
shows across the globe were often played to
a smattering of confused or outright hostile
punters, Nic maintains that, in the eye of the
hurricane at least, life was fun.
“Maybe it was wilful ignorance that made it
possible, for me at least,” he shrugs. “I would
come home with less money than I started,
no job and staying on an ex-girlfriend’s couch.
That was how I lived. But even the idea of a
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chaotic Daughters show – Lex
drinking someone’s piss and
spitting it back at them – I don’t
know if it’s the subculture we
come from, but it never really
felt that way. We were just doing
our thing.”
Inevitably, something had
to give. Several things did.
“The chaotic nature of the
shows didn’t always stop at the
shows,” says Nic diplomatically,
Daughters: a dysfunctional,
recalling how years doggedly
modern kind of family
touring 2006’s Hell Songs
left them bruised, penniless
and embittered by a lack of
recognition. Sessions for the
band’s self-titled third album heightened
tensions within the ranks as Nic exerted more
creative control, writing the lion’s share of
music in an attempt to keep the wheels on a
battered vehicle. “People were tired, poor,
pessimistic and cynical,” he summarises. “We
have a variety of mood disorders in this band,
A L E X I S M A R S H A L L
so that stuff alone, over many years, would be
enough to end a lot of bands. We put up with
a lot from each other, just from the situation of
Daughters, and their unlikely revival. The story
being Daughters.”
goes that sometime in 2013 Robotic Empire
The final straw came in 2009. Alexis got
label head and longtime Daughters benefactor
sober and was reluctant to head out on the
Andy Low tricked Nic and Alexis into having
road, littered with people and situations that
dinner together on the pretence that the
would enable his self-destructive streak. “It
other party wanted to bury the hatchet. They
was easy to walk away,” he says simply. “Nic
hadn’t spoken in years, but on realising the
and I had a typical argument about who we
ruse the pair fell into easy laughter. “Maybe
were going to tour with and I said, ‘I don’t care
it’s our egos or narcissism,” grins Nic, “but we
enough to fight like this anymore. I’m done.
sat down, ordered food and it had to be three
I don’t want to see any of you.’”
minutes before we were talking about making
Internal squabbles continued briefly before
a new Daughters record.”
fizzling out, along with the band itself, leaving
Meanwhile, the group found that their
Nic to piece together their eponymous
volatile stock had grown in their absence.
third album, which was eventually released
Wide-eyed accounts and shaky video footage
in March 2010, long after its members had
of their unhinged live fury had taken on mythic
scattered. In a typically Daughters-ian twist of
status, so much so that when the members
fortunes, the album was praised by critics for
reunited for a show at The Met in Pawtucket,
snapping their aggressive energy and artistic
Rhode Island later that year, people travelled
experimentations into sharp focus. No official
from far and wide. An extra date was added
announcement of the split was even made –
and the momentum has been the same since,
just silence.
with several shows from their recent European
t is mid-February 2019 and a gothic house
jaunt selling out well in advance.
in Providence that looks like it could be
Yet life for Daughters’ constituents has
haunted is a hive of noise and activity. In
changed dramatically since the hiatus, too, and
less than a week the reformed Daughters will
so have their priorities. Alexis is now a stay-atembark on a relentless tour that criss-crosses
home father of two living in Pennsylvania, while
the States and Europe several times well
Jon tour manages bands. That meant writing
into autumn, so it’s here that band and crew
2018’s staggering comeback record You Won’t
members have holed up for tightly drilled
Get What You Want was only made possible
“cram sessions” in preparation.
via Dropbox and email. Back in Rhode Island,
“There’s something perpetually inconvenient
Sam turned his hand to brewing beer, and it is
about Daughters, like a low-grade curse that
his responsibilities to his malts and family that
isn’t quite enough to kill you,” says Nic from his
have prevented him from touring this year. Chris
home across town, admitting that a perverse
Slorach of Canadian noise lovers METZ is filling
sense of humour has been key to surviving
in, while Fucked And Bound’s Lisa Mungo has

“I DON’T WANT
INDIFFERENCE, I WANT
TO FEEL INTIMACY”
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A guide to the nihilistic
fury and left-hand turns
of DAUGHTERS’ back
catalogue. Buckle up…
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been drafted in to trigger
some of the weirder, ambient
textures on You Won’t Get….
“The commitment to being
in a band trying to make art is
always going to be there,” Nic
stresses, yet where a do-or-die
mentality once dominated,
compromise has become part
of Daughters’ lexicon.
“Everything hurts from
years of abusing myself while
playing,” says Alexis without
self-pity, and perhaps even a
hint of stoic pride. Now sober
for a decade, the bristles
of his cropped haircut are
punctuated by pockmarks and scar tissue. “I
can’t move one of my arms too well and my
left knee slips whenever I pivot, but if you really
care about art then you’ve got to accept that
it’s gonna destroy you in the end.”
Since getting back on the road, Daughters
have re-established themselves as a singularly
fearsome force, with Alexis’ performance still
possessing a life-threatening intensity. The
need to connect with people in the most
visceral way possible hasn’t changed: “I don’t
want indifference, I want to feel that intimacy.
So I might stick someone’s hand in my mouth,
or I’m going to have someone spit in my face.
I want to connect with people, and there’s a
limited amount of time during a show and just
on this Earth [to do that].”
And how does that extend to relationships
within Daughters 2019? Is it all peaches?
“Well, one interesting facet of Daughters
is Lex and I are pretty much not collaborative
at all,” Nic chuckles. “So although that is the
bane of my existence, it is totally fascinating
because I’ll spend years working on music and
I have absolutely no idea what he’s going to
do. We are going to make another record and
I’m curious to see what we can and can’t do
with moods and tones that sound like us.”
“I’m glad we haven’t lost the yin and yang
that I think benefits us creatively,” nods Alexis
in a rare moment of harmony. Perhaps that is
the order behind the chaos of Daughters, the
tension that binds them as one. How long it
will last is anyone’s guess, but for now it seems
that the universe is working in their favour.
“It was a long intermission and now it’s
like the second half of West Side Story has
started,” grins Alexis, “so let’s see where this
takes us. Someone’s gonna die… who’s it
gonna be?” K!
DAUGHTERS’ YOU WON’T GET WHAT
YOU WANT IS available through
IPECAC. Check out THE band’s recent
performance at The K! PIT on OUR
YOUTUBE CHANNEL NOW
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Like a frag grenade
thrown into a washing
machine, Canada
Songs – named as a joke
in honour of founding
Canuck guitarist Jeremy
Wabiszczewicz –
announced Daughters’
violent birth in 11
thrilling minutes
of grindcore and
yelped aggresion.

A singularly bleak
descent into the band’s
collective subconscious,
where Nic Sadler does
everything to make
his guitar sound like
anything but a guitar.
Queasy rhythms and
carny bizarreness
preside, while
Alexis Marshall
howls hauntingly.

Considering Daughters
disintegrated before it
was even released, the
band’s eponymous third
album is surprisingly
cohesive and – whisper
it – accessible. The sonic
knives are still there, but
kept beneath their
coats ready to be
brandished at a
moment’s notice.

( 2 0 0 3 )

( 2 0 0 6 )

( 2 0 1 0 )

YOU WON’T GET
WHAT YOU WANT
( 2 0 1 8 )

As their longest album
yet, the band settle into
sprawling moods and dial
up the dread via baroque
flourishes, doomy
grooves and seductive
ambience. Comeback
records don’t
come much more
bold or pernicious
than this.

